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Artists of Change: Saudi Arabia in 2017
. by Sean Foley.
In his landmark text The Seven
Pillars of Wisdom, the British
author, diplomat, and soldier T.E.
Lawrence observed that the
peoples who lived in the Arabian
peninsula had no creativity and
“so little art” that “they could
almost be said to have had no
art.”1 Nearly a century after
Lawrence penned those words,
the Briton’s vision of Saudis and
their art persists among Western
intellectuals and journalists. In
2012, Noah Feldman, writing in
the Wall Street Journal, asserted
that the small Arabicspeaking
states of the Persian Gulf have
no “indigenous tradition of visual
or plastic arts” and are situated
“next door to Wahhabi, art
despising Saudi Arabia.”2
Yet the same culture which Westerners have dismissed as “devoid of art and enjoyment of beauty”3 has produced one of the
Arab World’s most vibrant creative movements over the past sixteen years. That movement reflects the intersection of two
social forces that have emerged in Saudi Arabia since the turn of the twentyfirst century: (a) men and women of various
ages who saw the value of promoting group instead of individual approaches to producing art; and (b) new technologies that
allowed artists and other creative actors to produce culture that simultaneously reflected global and local norms and could
win an audience. From the start, Saudi artists looked to mass culture as a potent vehicle to promote a broader discourse on
gender and other sensitive social issues.
Today one can find Saudi creatives working in genres as different as conceptual sculpture, paintings, standup comedy,
YouTube videos, and featurelength films—even though movie theaters have been prohibited in Saudi Arabia for decades.
Multiple films, two of which were directed by Saudi women,4 have already been released, including Barakah meets Barakah.
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The film, which made its U.S. premier on January 7, 2017 at the Palm Springs International Film Festival, explores gender
and public space in Saudi Arabia.5
Both the director, Dr. Mahmoud Sabbagh, and the film’s two stars, Saudi comedian Hisham Fageeh and women’s activist
Fatima Albanawi, are U.S. educated and reflect the experience of hundreds of thousands of Saudis, who took advantage of
generous Saudi government grants over the last decade to study in American colleges and universities.6 Albanawi, Fageeh,
and Sabbagh have defined themselves as social activists and are active on Twitter and other social media. In multiple
settings, they have also portrayed their movie as part of the discussion about the need for peaceful cultural and social
change in the Kingdom.
Set in contemporary Jeddah, Barakah meets Barakah focuses on the relationship of a young lower middleclass municipal
official, Barakah, played by Fageeh, with a wealthy Instagram fashion star, Bibi, played by Albanawi; it shows the difficulties
facing Saudi youth in a country in which there is little public space or opportunities for unrelated men and women to meet—
even in the age of social media. There is also a scene set in an art gallery, and “Illumination,” a piece by Ahmed Mater, one
of Saudi Arabia’s most famous conceptual artists, appears hanging in Bibi’s house in Jeddah.
Through the skillful use of comedic episodes, rhetorical questions, references to historic Arab singers and to classic Egyptian
cinema, the film also seeks to raise the consciousness of the generation that imposed these restrictions after 1979 and start
a social dialogue among Saudis of all ages about the future of their society. Fageeh even asks his male relatives why their
generation “abandoned us” to conservative forces and did not fight to retain the more open society they enjoyed in their
youth.
By unfavorably comparing life in contemporary Saudi society to life in the country in the 1960s and 1970s, Barakah Meets
Barakah also implicitly echoes the calls of Saudi artists for their society to undergo reform by readopting the norms of a
previous era. One can find this message in the Twitter biography of Abdulnasser Gharem, a leading Saudi visual artist whose
work has sold at auction at Christie’s in Dubai for hundreds of thousands of dollars.7 The biography is in both English and
Arabic and alludes to religious and to secular visions of reform: “Abdunasser Gharem’s (1973) mission is to restore behavior
alFann nūfūz [through art we succeed].”8 Notably, the expression in English—“to restore behavior”—is an allusion to the
Islamic principle that Muslims should periodically revive (Tajdīd) and reform (Iṣlāh) society to conform to the behavior and
ideals of the Prophet’s society in seventhcentury Medina.
For their part, Saudi leaders have signaled that they understand the power of this Kingdom’s creative movement and movies
like Barakah Meets Barakah to promote the Kingdom’s interests at home and abroad. Deputy Crown Prince Muhammad bin
Salman, who has emerged as a key figure in government since his father became King in January 2015, has signaled his
support for the arts. Not only did the Saudi government nominate Barakah meets Barakah to compete for the foreign
language Oscar Award in 2017,9 but Prince Muhammad bin Salman has also spearheaded the creation of state agencies to
supervise and to promote the arts.
In spring 2016, the Deputy Crown Prince included language promoting both the arts and entertainment in Vision 2030. The
initiative, which received considerable attention when it was unveiled in April 2016, seeks to end the Kingdom’s dependence
on oil exports, modernize Saudi society, promote new industries, and enhance key Saudi diplomatic alliances around the
world.x Six months later, at a business conference in Beijing, the Saudi Deputy Crown Prince attended a ceremony in which
Ahmed Mater presented “Silk Road,” his dual panel painting celebrating SinoSaudi history and Vision 2030, to Chinese
President Xi Jinping.11
There is little question that the Saudi creative movement is a powerful force. Its practitioners offer important insights into the
present and the future of a kingdom that stands at the crossroads of the economic, political, and religious crises that shape
both the Middle East and the contemporary world. That the West is an element in this movement is important. But even more
important is the considerable effort to subsume the West into what is essentially an Arabic movement. “If we go back to the
root of the Arabic word for poetry (shi‘r), that is to the verb “sha‘ara,”12 writes the Syrian poet Adonis, “we see that it means
‘to know,’ ‘to understand’ and ‘to perceive.’ On this basis, all knowledge is poetry. We call the poet sha‘ir (literally, ‘one who
knows, understands, perceives’) in Arabic because he perceives and understands that which others do not perceive and
understand…he knows what others do not know.”13
~ Sean Foley
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